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ABSTRACT 
Regular rational matrix functions are constructed in realized form with prescribed 
null and pole data in the complex and with no restrictions at infinity. The construction 
is based on extension theorems for null and pole pairs. An application to an 
interpolation for regular matrix polynominals is included. 
0. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper we solve the problem of constructing a regular rational 
matrix function if its null and pole data are given at all (finite) points in the 
complex plane. For the scalar case the problem is as follows. Given z,, . . . , z, 
and P,,..., p, in C, construct a rational function W such that zr,. . . , z, are 
the zeros of W, the points p,, . . ., p, are the poles of W, and in the finite 
complex plane W has no other singularities. Clearly, such a function W exists 
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if and only if zj z pk for all j and k, and in that case all solutions are given 
bY 
(A-q)-*(A-z,) 
W(A)=C(*_pl)...(*-ps)’ (0.1) 
where c is a nonzero constant. Note that the function (0.1) has a zero (a pole) 
at infinity whenever s > r (r > s). Our aim is to generalize this problem and 
its solution to the matrix case. 
Let us describe in more detail the problem we want to solve. Any rational 
matrix function W that is regular (i.e., analytic and invertible) at (Y E C can 
be represented (see [4]) in the form 
W(A)=D+(A-a)C(AG-A)% (0.2) 
Here A and G are square matrices [of which the order n may be much 
larger than the order m of W(A)], B and C are matrices of sizes n X m and 
m X n, respectively, D = W(o) is an invertible matrix of order m, and 
W(A)-‘= D-‘-(A - o)D-‘C(AGX - AX)-‘BD-‘, (0.3) 
where 
AX = A + aBD-‘C, GX = G + BD-‘C. (0.4) 
In what follows we assume that the realization (0.2) is minimal, i.e., the order 
n of A and G is as small as possible. In that case (0.3) is also a minimal 
realization, and the right pole data of W are given by the pair (C, AG - A) 
and the left zero data of W are determined by the pair (AGX - Ax, BD- ‘1. 
By choosing appropriate bases we may decompose AC - A and C in the 
following manner: 
c=(&- L), (0.5) 
where T, has only zero as an eigenvalue, and, using different bases if 
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necessary, we may write 
,$GX-AX= ‘IiT’ $;_I], BD-‘= (;I), (0.6) 
where 7” ako has zero as its only eigenvalue. The pair (X,, Tr) defines the 
right pole data in the (finite) complex plane, and (X,, T,) the right pole data 
at infinity. Similarly, (Tg,Y,) defines the left zero data in the complex plane, 
and CT,“, Y,) at infinity. The problem solved in the present paper may now be 
stated as follows. Given pairs 
(X,J,), 6%) (0.7) 
and a matrix I’, satisfying 
T,T,-T;I’,=Y,X,, (0.8) 
construct [in the form (0.2>] a regular matrix function W such that the right 
pole data and the left zero data of W in the complex plane are prescribed by 
the pairs (0.7). The matrix r, in (0.8) is a part of the coupling matrix (see, 
e.g., 111) which pp a ears in a natural way when studying the interplay 
between pole vectors and eigenvectors of a given rational matrix function. 
This is best described in the case when there is no pole or zero at infinity. In 
that case the matrix r, carries information on the angles between pole 
vectors and eigenvectors occurring at the same point. (For precise details the 
reader is referred to [l].) Note that in case TF and Tg have no common 
eigenvalues one can solve (0.8) for the matrix I’, uniquely. 
The first step in the solution of the problem outlined above is to build 
pairs (X,, T,) and (T,X, Y,) in such a way that for the matrices A, B, C, G, and 
D determined by (0.5) and (0.6) [see also (0.4)] the realization (0.2) is a 
minimal one. The latter problem may be viewed as a problem of constructing 
certain extensions of pairs of matrices. The solution of this extension problem 
is given in Section 3. A simpler version of it appears in Section 2, where the 
role of infinity is replaced by a point in the finite complex plane. The solution 
in Section 2 is derived from the solution of the general interpolation problem 
for rational matrix functions with incomplete data obtained in [5]. Section 2 
gives already a hint for the constructions in Section 3. Section 1 is a 
preliminary section in which we recall the main definitions and facts con- 
cerning pole and zero data needed in this paper. In Section 4 the results are 
applied to an interpolation problem for regular matrix polynominals. 
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1. ADMISSIBLE TRIPLES AND MINIMAL COMPLEMENTS 
This section has a preliminary character. We describe the form in which 
pole and zero data will be given. Let W(A) be a rational m X m matrix 
function with value I, at infinity. Then W may be represented as 
W(A) = I, + C( AZ, - A) -‘B. (1.1) 
Also 
W(h)-’ = I, - C(A1, - AX)-% (1.2) 
with AX = A - BC. It is well known that in case (1.1) is a minimal realization 
(i.e. n is as small as possible) the pair (C, A) is observable, i.e., 
fl :=a Ker CA’ = (01, and the pair (A, B) is controllable, i.e., V y=,, AjB = C”. 
The pair of matrices (C,, A,) is called a pole pair for W if there exists a B 
such that 
W(n)=Z,+c,(A-A,)-% 
is a minimal realization, Likewise (A,, B,) is called a zero pair for W if there 
exists a C such that 
W(A)-‘=I,-C(A-A,)-‘B, 
is a minimal realization. 
Suppose (C,, A,), (A,, B,) are pole and zero pairs for a function W. Then 
we also have the following minimal realization for W-‘: 
where A: = A,, - BC,. As two minimal realizations of the same function are 
similar, there exists an invertible matrix r such that 
I-A,” = AJ, I%=B,, 
which is easily seen to be equivalent to the existence of an invertible matrix 
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r such that 
TA, - A,T = B,C,. 
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(1.3) 
Then we have 
W(h) = I, + C,(h - A,)-lT-lB,, 
W(h)-‘=I,-CJ-‘(A-A,)-‘B,. 
The triple 7 = KC,, A,), (A,, B,), I? will b e called a global spectral triple fkr 
W, and r is called the associated pole-zero coupling matrix. 
Now assume we have a triple 7 = {CC,, A,), (A,, B,), I’) such that CC,,, AP) 
is observable, (A,, B,) is controllable, and the operator r satisfies (1.3) but r 
is not invertible. Such a triple is called a a-admissible triple, if, in addition, 
A,, A, have all their eigenvalues inside the set u. 
Next we introduce the notion of a minimal complement to such an 
admissible triple. So let T be a a-admissible triple as above, and let 
70 = {(C,oJpo)&%o~ B,o)J’o) 
be an e-admissible triple, where cr n E =0. We call 7O a complement to 7 if 
the matrix 
r l-12 
i I r ro 21 
is square and invertible, where r12 and I-‘,, are the unique solutions of 
LA,0 - AJE! = w,o 9 LA, - Azor,, = BzoC,. 
The complement will be called minimal if among all complements 7. of T 
the order of the matrix 
r r,, ( 1 r ro 21 
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is as small as possible. If r,, is a minimal complement to T, then the function 
WP)=Z*+(C, c,,) I (A -A,)-' 0 0 (A -A&l 
is a matrix function with 7 as its a-spectral triple. The description of one 
such minimal complement was given first in [3]; all minimal complements to 
a given triple r were described in [5]. In this paper we shall study, in 
particular, the case when E consists of one point only. 
Until now we have only considered functions which have the value I, at 
infinity. In this paper we shall also consider functions which may have a pole 
or zero at infinity. In particular we shall be interested in the problem 
outlined in the previous paragraph when the set E consists of the point at 
infinity. More precisely, let r be a given a-admissible triple as above; the 
problem is to construct a rational matrix function W with poles at the 
eigenvalues of A,, multiplicities counted, and zeros at the eigenvalues of A,, 
again counting multiplicities, and all the additional poles and zeros of W are 
at infinity. To tackle this problem we introduce the notion of a minimal 
supplement. 
Let 7 = ((C,,A,), (A,, B,), I’) be a u-admissible triple. The admissible 
triple 7. = KC,, A,), (A,,, B,), rd is called a supplement for r if the 
matrix 
is square and invertible, where Iis and I,, are the unique solutions of 
A&A,, - r,, = W,, A,I;,A, - r,, = %C,. 
The supplement r. will be called a minimal supplement in case the order of 
the matrix 
r b ( 1 r r, 21 
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is as small as possible among all supplements. In this case the function 
I (A -A,)-' W(h)=D+(A-a)(C, cp) o 0 (Z-AA,)+ 
X 
(A,-a)-‘B,D 
(I-cwA,,)-‘B,D 
where (Y e (T, is a rational matrix function satisfying the following require- 
ments: 
(i) (C,, AP) is a right pole pair for W on C, (A,, B,) is a left zero pair for 
W on C, and F is the associated pole-zero coupling matrix; 
(ii) W(a) = D; 
(iii) the McMillan degree of W is as small as possible 
(see 141). Instead of (i) we shall say that r =(((&A,), (A,,B,),F} is the 
spectral triple for W on C. In [4] matrix functions with prescribed pole and 
zero data, both on the finite complex plane and at infinity, were considered. 
Here we only prescribe the spectral data on @, and we shall construct a 
function with precisely these spectral data on d= and of minimal McMillan 
degree. 
2. A MINIMAL COMPLEMENT WITH A SINGLE FINITE 
POINT SPECTRUM 
Let 7 = {(C,, A,), (A,, B,), F) be a a-admissible triple. Thus A, :X, + 
X,, A, : X, --) X, are linear operators, the pair (C,, AP) is observable, the pair 
(A,, B,) is controllable, and FA, 
&A,) c u. 
- AJ = B,C,. Furthermore, a(A,)U 
Choose a point e e cr. Let {ej,& li= 1 be an outgoing basis for Ker r, and 
{fjk& i;= 1 an incoming basis for a complement K of Im F. This means 
(see [21) 
{ jjl}; = r forms a basis for a complement of Im P in Im I? + Im B, ; (2.1) 
(4 - 4fjk -fjk+l EImF+ImB, forallj,k (fj,+i =o); (2.2) 
(Ajl - Ebjk = ejkilp k=l,..., cyj-1, j=l,..., t; (2.3) 
{ ejk) ?_-l’j”= i forms a basis for Ker F fl Ker Cr. (2.4) 
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We assume (yl > ct2 > - * - > at and o1 > w2 > * . * > w,. Define projections 
qiV on Ker I and Pjy on K as follows. For x = x&_,CkOJ,lajk fjk E K set 
oj-v+l 
Pj,X = C ajkfjkT (2.5) 
k=l 
and for x = Cfi = i C?i 1 bjk ejk E Ker I put 
aj-Vfl 
QjvX = C bjkejh. 
k=I 
(2.6) 
Choose a complement N to Ker I, i.e., X, = N@Ker I. Let pp be the 
projection onto Ker I along N, and let pz be the projection onto K along 
Im I’. Further, let qp be the embedding of Ker I into X,, and let nz be the 
embedding of K into X,. 
THEOREM 2.1. Let r = (CC,, A,), (A,, B,), r} be a u-admissible triple. 
Then a minimal complement to 7 is given by 
rO=((-CPX-F,T),(S,-YB,+G),r~}. (2.7) 
HereS:Kerr+KerI’andT:K+Karegivenby 
(S-E)ejk=ejk+l (ejaj+lzco), (2.8) 
(T - d_fjk =fjk+l (f,,+1:= 0). (2.9) 
Furthermore, G and F are defined as follows. Let zj = Cpejm,, and choose 
vectors yj such that fjl - B, yj E Im I. Choose a subspace YO such that 
C” = span(zj)f=i@Y,@span{yj}J=,. (2.10) 
Then G:Cm + Ker I is defined by 
Gzj = pp(A, - E)ejoj, j=l t, ,**., 
Gy = 0, Y E Ya@sPan{Yj). 
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The operator F : K --) @” is given by Ffjik = ujk, where ujk E span IYi),'s 1 is 
such that 
(A, - T)fj, + @djk E Im r. (2.11) 
Finally, 
x= f; 2 (A,-~)-"~+(A,-B,F)(T-~)"-'P,,, (2.12) 
j=l v=l 
Y= t 5 (S-E)“-lQj,p,(A,-GC,)I+(A,-e)-“, (2.13) 
j=l v=l 
and r,=YI’X-Yqa-ppX, where I’+ is a generalized inverse of r such 
that rr+ = (I - p,), r+ r = (I - p,), Ker I+ = K, and Im I+ = N. 
Proof. First note that zi.. . . , a,, yi,. . . , y, are linearly independent , so 
G is well defined. Moreover 
P&A, - GCP)IKerl. = s. (2.14) 
Furthermore, because of (2.1) and (2.9), we have 
so there exists a vector ujk E 43" such that (A, - T)fjk + Bzt‘jk E Im r. 
Note that (yjv=i is a basis for cm modulo B;‘(Im I?. So, adding to Ujk any 
Vector ujk with Bztljk E Im r we can replace Ujk by Ujk + vjk. In particular, 
in this way it is clear that we can take Ujk E span {y$= 1 without loss of 
generality. Hence F is well defined. Moreover we have 
p&4, - %F)I, = T, (2.15) 
and besides we have GF = 0. According to [5], in order to obtain a minimal 
complement of r we have to solve 
A,X - XT = A,,, YA, - SY = A,, (2.16) 
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for X and Y, where ppA,, is arbitrary and 
A,,( Z - P,) = P#, - Spp - GCp)r+, 
A,,p, = ppA,, + GF + T,T - ST,. 
Here I1 : K --, Ker I is arbitrary and I+ is as in the theorem. Without loss of 
generality we can take Ker I+ = K, Im I’+ = N. Finally, let I, = YIX - Yv, 
- pPX + ri. Then the minimal complement is given by 
%={(-GpX-F,T),(S,-YB,+G)&}. 
Let y be a contour around E, with u outside y. Then we have 
-1 
XC-- 
/( 2lri y 
A - A,)-iA& - T)-‘dh, 
Y= ~~(1\-S)-1A91(A-A~)-1d~. 
Y 
Now take x = z;=i Cp;i ajkfjk E K, and define Pjy : K + K by (2.5). Then it 
is easily seen that 
It then follows that upon taking p,A,s = 0, we obtain 
X= 2 5 (A,-e)-YT+(A,-13zF)(T-e)“-1Fj,. 
j=l v=l 
Here one uses that Ker I+ = K. 
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Similarly, by (2.6) we have 
(2.18) 
Take ri = 0. Now use GF = 0 and pPr+ = 0 to derive 
Y= i 2 (S-e)Y-lQjypp(Ap-GCP)~+(Az-~)-Y. n 
j=l v=l 
Next, we compute the rational matrix valued function W corresponding to 
the triple T@ +ra, where r0 is the minimal complement to r constructed in 
the preceding theorem. 
THEOREM 2.2. Let the minimal complement rO be given as in Theorem 
2.1. The function W(h) with spectral triple r@rO is given by 
+(-C,X+F)(A-T)-‘p,B, (2.19) 
=Z,+C,(A-A,)-‘{(T++Xp,)B,+qpG) 
+V~~(A-~)-V(-C,X+F)(T-s)Y-‘p;B;, (2.20) 
and 
W(A)-‘I,-(C,(I’++q,Y)-Fp,}(A-A,)-’B, 
-C&A-S)-‘(-YB,+G) (2.21) 
=z,,-{c,(Tf+rlpY)-Fp~}(A-A,)-‘B, 
+V<r(~-r)-“CP(S-.)u-l(-YBz+G). (2.22) 
Proof. Let r: be the operator in the left upper comer of the inverse of 
the coupling operator of r@~a. Using ri = 0, r+ K = 0, we see that this 
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operator is fixed by 
PJ:, = qJY + P,XP,) 
(I-p,)r:,=r+(z- 77,p, + TXP,) = r+ + 0 - P,)xP,. 
Hence 
r; = qp~ + xp, + r+. 
So, according to [5, Theorem 2.21, the function W is given by (2.191, and its 
inverse is given by (2.21). Using (2.17) and (2.18) for (A -T)-’ and 
(A - s>-‘, respectively, we obtain (2.20) and (2.22). In fact, we could even 
add a third formula for W and W-r, namely 
W(A)=Z,+C,(A-A,)-r{(T++Xpz)Bz+qpG) 
Oj 
+ i c (A-E)-~(-C~X+F)(T-E)~-~P~,~,B,, (2.23) 
j=l v=l 
W(A)-‘=I,-{C,(T++q,Y)-Fp,}(A-A,)-’Bz 
aj 
+ i C (h-r)-“~,(~-E)Y-lQjy(-YB,+G). (2.24) 
j=l v=l n 
We now specify to the case E = 0. Then S and T have simple Jordan form 
Sej, = ejk+l, Tfjk =_fjk+,. 
Furthermore, 
X= k g A,“r+(A, - B,F)T”-‘Pi, 
j=l v=l 
= 2 A,“T’+(A, - B,F)T”-‘, 
y = 2 2 S"-'Qjvpp(A, - GC,)f’+A;Y 
= c S’-‘pp(Ap - GC$+A;“. 
(2.25) 
(2.26) 
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For this case we have 
(A-S)% b 5 ',.-l,"= 2 y, 
j=lu=l'" u=l 
so 
C,(A-S)-‘(-YB,+G)= i 2 ~c,Sv-‘Qjv(-y~,+G) 
j=lv=l'" 
= v~lA-vCpS~-‘( - YB, + G). 
Hence 
Likewise 
+ z A-“C,S”-‘( - YB, + G) 
u=l 
= I, - (C,( r+ + v,Y) - Fp,}( A - A,) -‘II, 
+ k 5 A-TpS”-‘Qj,( - YB, + G). 
j=l v=l 
+ k 2 A-“( - C,X + F)T"-'Pj,p,B,, 
j=l V=l 
= I,, + C,,(A - At,,-‘{( r+ + X+3, + q,G} 
+ 2 A-“( - cpx + F)T”-‘p,B,. 
v=l 
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(2.27) 
(2.28) 
(2.29) 
(2.30) 
Finally, we shall give an example of the simplest possible form. Given 
two complex numbers z and p, p # z, and two nonzero vectors 1c, y E d=‘“, 
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we are looking for a rational matrix function W(A) such that W(w) = I, the 
McMillan degree of W is as small as possible, and 
w(p)-‘y = 0, x*W( 2) = 0. 
For sake of simplicity we shall assume that both p and z are nonzero. This 
falls into the class of problems studied here if we put 
A,= (P>> A,=(z), B, = x*, c,= y. 
The solution rAP - A,T = B,C, is given by I = r*y/(p - z). In case x and 
y are not orthogonal, we have I z 0, and hence I is invertible. In this case 
W can be taken as follows: 
W(*)=Z+p-zyr’ 
h -p x*y ’ 
W(*)-‘=Zfz-Pyr* 
A-z x*y’ 
In case x and y are orthogonal, we have I = 0, so both K and Ker r are 
C. We shall use the results from [5] to describe all possible choices for the 
function W, with the restriction that we put the additional pole and zero of 
W at zero, i.e., we take E = 0. In that case the operators S and T are zero, 
and for the operators G and F the only restrictions are that G : C” * C is 
such that Gy=p, and F:C+C m is such that x*F = z (see [5]). So there 
exist vectors t’, 9’ such that 
G=( ,t')p> (y,5’)=1, 
F = z( ,x)9’, (9’,X) =l. 
Then all functions W as desired are given by [5, Theorem 2.21: 
W(A) =z+ _&{(!+.l)x*+G)-(y~+F)~x*> 
where A,, E C and lYl E @ are arbitrary, and A,, = A,, + GF. 
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Introduce 
(= >_rl ( 1 *x + p*.$), q = A’“y - zq’. P 
Then one easily sees that W can be rewritten as 
W(A) =z+ &( &Y+;( >r)q7 
and that (q, x) = - z, ( y, 5) = p. In addition W-’ is given by 
w(n)-‘=I-$( ,t)y+ 2’ ,x)9- *(*l z) (975X >X>Y. 
Clearly, this is a much more friendly parameterization than the one obtained 
in the previous paragraph. 
3. A MINIMAL SUPPLEMENT 
Given an admissible triple T = (CC,, A,), (A,, B=), I’}, a complex number 
(Y e u, and an invertible matrix D, we are looking for a rational matrix 
function W(h) such that W is regular, and 
(i) W(a) = D; 
(ii) T is the spectral triple on @ of W, i.e. (C,, A,) is a right pole pair for 
W on C, (A,, B,) is a left pair for W on C, and l? is the associated pole-zero 
coupling matrix: 
(iii) the McMillan degree of W is as small as possible. 
We shall describe in this section how to obtain such a function W. 
We start by introducing the notions of outgoing and incoming bases at 
infinity for 7. A basis {d&iIfZl of Ker I is called an outgoing basis at 
infinity for 7 if 
{djk)7=pf=l isabasisforKerPnKerC,, (3.1) 
Apdj/c+l=djk (k=l,...,aj-l). (3.2) 
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A basis {gjk}pi ry= 1 of a complement of Im I is called an incoming basis at 
infinity for 7 if 
{ gjUj}J”= 1 is a basis for a complement of Im r in Im P + Im B, , (3.3) 
A,g,,+,-gjkEImr+ImBZ, gjO := 0. (3.4) 
We always assume cxl > . . . 2 a, and o, > . . . > w,. 
LEMMA 3.1. There exist incoming and outgoing bases at infinity for r. 
Proof. We construct an outgoing basis at infinity for r. Let or be the 
largest number such that 
H ai-1 :=KerrnKerC,n *.a nKerC,Aa,L-‘f(O). (3.5) 
Pick a basis {dj,.}Jzl ((Y] = cxz = * * 
I 
. =a,)in H,,_,.Notethatforj=l,...,v 
A,dj,JEKerrnKerC,n .*a fl Ker C,A”,‘-’ =: H,,_2. 
Clearly, also djaj E H,, _2. Furthermore, 
is an independent set. Indeed, suppose 
the set of vectors {djal, A,djaj)TS1 
it is independent. Then there is a 
nonzero vector r E HaI _ 1 such that r = A, y for some y E Ha, _ 1. (Here we 
use controllability to deduce r # 0.) Then y z 0 and 
yEKerrnKerC,n -0. nKerC,Aol,‘. 
This is a contradiction. Now take vectors {dj,,yzv+l, (cY,+ 1 = . * 9 = Q, = 
c~,-l) such that {dja lyZV+r U{A,dj,,>,“,i 
Apdjuj, j = 1,. . . , v. 
is a basis for Ha,_,. Put dja,_l = 
hate that Cdjaj- I);= 1 is a basis for a complement of 
H,,_, in Hal-s. 
Suppose we have chosen in this fashion a basis {d&,~= 1 for H, _ 1 such 
that {djy]J&l is a basis for a complement of H, in H,_,. Consider Apdj, E 
H,_,; these vectors are independent of {djk}~~v~z I. Indeed, suppose there is 
a linear combination x of the d,,‘s such that 
A,xEHy_r=KerPnKerC,rl ... nKerTC,A”,-‘. 
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Then A,x # 0 and x E H,. This contradicts the assumptions on the dj,‘s. 
Hence we can continue the procedure by setting dj,_l = Apdj, and com- 
pleting the set (d j&x y _ I;= 1 to a basis in H,_, by picking vectors dj y _ 1 
(j>p) such that the set (djY_-l) is a basis for a complement of H,_ 1 in 
6,. 
The construction of an incoming basis at infinity for r is done analo- 
gously. n 
The above construction of incoming and outgoing bases at infinity for r is 
essentially the same as the construction given in [2, Sections 11.1, III.11 for 
the construction of incoming and outgoing bases corresponding to some finite 
point (see Section 2). 
We shall give a minimal supplement next. Before stating the theorem let 
us introduce some notation. Let X, = Ker f@ N, X, = Im T@K. Also we 
select I+ : X, -+ X,, a generalized inverse of I7 such that Im r+ = N and 
Ker I+ = K. Let p, be the projection onto Ker r along N, and p, the 
projection onto K along Im r, so I’T+ = 0 - p,), I’+ r = (I - pp). Further- 
more, qr, stands for the embedding of Ker I in X,, and 7, for the 
embedding of K in X,. 
THEOREM 3.2. Let r = ((C,, A,,), (A,, B,), I?} be a given admissible 
triple, and let (dj& 1j=, and ( gj& lJ= 1 be outgoing and incoming bases 
fm r at infinity, respectively. De$ne 
S,:Kerr-,Kerr, Smdjk=djk+i (djaj+i=O), (3.6) 
and 
T,:K+K, Tmgjk = gjki.1 (S,w,+l=O). (3.7) 
Put zj = Cpdjl, and pick yj such that gj, - Bzyj E Im r. Furthermore, let 
Y. c C”’ be such that 
Thendefine G:Cm+Kerr by 
Gy=O, y E Y,@sPa4YJ;=i. 
(3.8) 
(3.9) 
(3.10) 
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AZ.sode$ne F:K-,Q=” as follows. Note that (A,T, - Z)K C Im r + Im B, by 
(3.4), (3.7). Choose ujk E span{yj];= 1, ujUj = yj such that 
P,( A,‘&- 1) gjk = - PtBz’-‘jk p 
and de$ne Fgjk = ujk. 
Let X and Y be given by 
X= 2 A;T+(A,T,+ B,F)r/,Ti, (3.11) 
j=l 
Y = z Si(S,pPA, -CC&‘+& (3.12) 
j=l 
and put 
r, = Yrx + Ye, + Ppx. (3.13) 
Then a particular minimal supplement of r is given by 
q,={(-CpXTm- F,T,),(S,,S,YB,+G),r,}. (3.14) 
Proof, We first remark that G is well defined. Indeed, since B,zj = 
B,C,d,, = (rA, - A,r)dj, = TA,d,, E Im r, we easily obtain that 
21,. . . > Zt, y1,. . . > y, are independent. Furthermore, it is easy to see that F is 
well defined as well. 
According to [4] we have to show the following. Let l?ia and I,, be the 
solutions of 
AJ,,T, - rla = - B&XT, + F), (3.15) 
S&A, - r,, = (S,YB, + G)C,. (3.16) 
Then 
r=; F2 ( 1 21 0 
must be invertible. Moreover (C,XT, + F,T,) should be observable and 
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(S,, S,YB, + G) controllable. Thirdly, r, should satisfy 
I’,T,-S&=-(S,YB,+G)(C,XT,+F). (3.17) 
All this will in fact guarantee that TV is a supplement to T. To see it is a 
minimal supplement we must show that rank f is as small as possible among 
all supplements. But the latter is obvious: any 
which is invertible must satisfy rank f 2 dim X, + dim K = dim X, + 
dim Ker r = rank I’. 
We shall first show that (C,XT, + F, 7”) is observable. Assume not. Then 
there is an x # 0 such that T,r = Ax and (C,,XT, + F)x = 0. As T, is 
nilpotent, h = 0, so T,x = 0, Fx = 0. Since T-x = 0, we have x E span {gj,). 
But Fgjoj = yj, and the independence of the yj’s then easily proves x = 0. 
Contradiction. Similarly, (S,, S,YI3, + G) is controllable: assume y*S, = 0 
and y*(S,YB, + G) = 0. Th en y*G = 0 and y*S,= 0, so y*dj,= O and 
y* ImS, = 0, which implies y * Ker r = 0. Then y = 0. 
Next we show that 
r,2 = qt + rx, r,, = pp + yr. (3.18) 
Once this is shown, it is also clear that f is invertible, since in this case 
(3.19) 
which is evidently invertible. To show the first identity in (3.18), we just 
insert 77, + rX in the left hand side of (3.15): 
A,( q, + rx> T, - 7, - rx = A,T, + (TA, - B,C,)XT, - 7, - rx 
= A,T, + rA,XT, - B&XT, - 77, - rX. 
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Now from (3.11) one sees that X actually solves 
X_A,XT,=T+(A,T,+B,F)77,. (3.20) 
So the above is equal to 
A,T,+rX-rT+(A,T,+B,F)77,-B,C,XT,-77,-TX 
= P,A,C - (I- P,) f4 h, - W,XL - 7, 
=P~(A,T,-Z+B,F)~~,-B,(C,XT,+F)~~,. 
Because of our choice of F we have 
p,(A,T,- Z + B,F)(, = 0. (3.21) 
Hence, we have 77, + TX satisfies (3.15). Inserting p, + Yr in the left hand 
side of (3.16) yields 
s,( P,, + WA, - p,, - Yr = S,p,,A, + S&q + s,YB,c, - P,, - yr. 
From (3.12) we see that 
Y - S,YA, = (S,ppA, - GC,)r+. (3.22) 
So the above equals 
S,ppA, + Y r - S,p,,A,r+ r + Gcpr+ r + S,Y&c, + PI, - Yr 
= S,P&, - S,P&,(’ - P,) + CC& - P,) + SJW, - P, 
= (S,p,A, - pP - GC,)P, +(SJB, + W,. 
By our choice of G we have 
(Smp,A, - GC, - P,)P, = 0, 
so pP + Y r satisfies (3.16). 
(3.23) 
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It remains to show that (3.17) holds. For this we compute 
- (S,YB, + G)(C,XT,+ F) = - S,YB,C,XT,- GC,XT,- S,YB,F - GF. 
Noting that GF = 0, using BzCP = TA, - A,T, we have that this equals 
(S,YA.) rXT, - S,Y r( A,XT,) - S,YB, F - GC,XT,. 
We now use (3.20), (3.22): 
Y rXT, - S,p,A,( Z - p&XT, + GC,( I - p,)XT, 
- S,Y I-X + S,Y( Z - p,) ( A,T, + B, F) 7, - SJB, F - GC,XT, 
= YrxT, - S,p,A,XT, + (S,p,A, - GC,)ppXT, 
-S,YrX+S,YA,Tm-S,Yp,(A,T,+B,F). 
Now use (3.21) and (3.23) to rewrite &ppA, - GC,)pp as p, and 
(A,% + B,F)rl, as T,, respectively. Further, note by that (3.20) we have 
p&X - A,XT,) = 0, 
(Y- S,YA,h, = 0, 
so ppApXTm = pPX. Finally, by (3.22) we have 
so S,YA,qz = YII*. Thus, inserting all this in the equation 
above, 
-(S,YB,+G)(C,XT,+ F) 
= Y l”XT, - S,pPX + p,XT, - S,Y TX + YqzT, - S,Yq, 
= TOT,- s,r,, 
as desired. n 
Next, we shall give a formula for a rational matrix function W(h) solving 
the problem posed in the first paragraph of this section. 
THEOREM 3.3. Let the minimal supplement T,, of 7 at infinity be given 
as in Theorem 3.2. Then the rational matrix function having 7 as its spectral 
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data on C, r,, as its spectral data at infinity, and value D at (Y is given by 
W(A)= D+(h-a)C,(h-A,)-’ 
x([(I’+-X~,-YT+,)(A,-~)-‘+(Z-&)-~S~Y]B~ 
+T/,(Z-a&,)-‘G}D 
ol- 1 
-(h-a) c A’(C,XT,+F)T,jp,(A,-cu)-‘B,D, (3.24) 
j=o 
and 
W(A)-‘= D-‘-(A-a)D-’ 
- F(Z-aT,)-+(A,-A)-%, 
CT-1 
-(A-a) c AjD-‘C,(a-A,)-‘q,S~(S,YB,+G). (3.25) 
j=O 
Proof. According to [41, W(A) is given by 
W(A)= D+(A-a)(C,,-C,XT,-F) 
(A-A,)-l 0 (A,-+‘B,D 
0 (Z-AT,)-’ (Z-d,)-l(S,YB,+G)D 
(3.26 
and 
W(A)-‘= D-l-(A-a)D-‘(C,(~-A,)-l,(-C,XT,-F)(Z-aT,)-l) 
(4-W’ 0 
(3.27) 
0 (Z-AS,)-’ 
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One easily checks that 
r-1 = 
i 
r+ - XP, - yrll, 171, 
Pz I 0 ’ 
Inserting this expression for f-’ in (3.26) and (3.271, and using 
co, - 1 cc1 - 1 
(z-AT,)-‘= c AjTL, (z-hS,y= c AjS,J, 
j=O j=O 
yields (3.241, (3.25). n 
We shall finish this section with a simple example. Suppose we are given 
two complex numbers p, z, p z z, and nonzero vectors x, y E Cm, and that 
we are looking for a rational m X m matrix function W(A) such that 
W(p)_‘y=o, x*w(z) = 0. 
Furthermore, we require W to be analytic and invertible on C, except at the 
points p and z, and we want the McMillan degree of W to be as small as 
possible. In Section 2 we have already discussed the case when x and y are 
not orthogonal, so we shall restrict ourselves to the orthogonal case. We take 
the notation as it was in the example in Section 2. In that case both K and 
Ker I are C, which gives S, = T, = 0. Moreover, we have p, = p, = q, = q, 
= I,. Take Y, to be the orthogonal complement in Cl, to span(x, y}, and take 
G:Cm+C and F:@+Cm as follows: 
Then a function W as required, with the additional property that W(a) = I, is 
given by 
A--a yy” A-a xx* 
W(,+)=Z------ 
A-P 11~11~ z---LY IblIp’ 
A-a xx* A-a yy* 
W(A)-‘=Z____-- 
A-z 11412 p-a 11~11~’ 
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4. THE POLYNOMINAL CASE 
In this section we consider the following problem: given a controllable 
pair (A,,B,), a number (YE a(A,), and an invertible matrix D, find a 
regular matrix polynominal L(A) of minimal McMillan degree such that 
L(a) = D and L has (A,, B,) as its spectral pair on C. This is a special case 
of the problem treated in the previous section if we put 
where the pair (0,O) acts on the zero space. A problem of this type was 
treated in [7). There, however, the solution was not required to have minimal 
McMillan degree. 
THEOREM 4.1. A regular matrix polynominal L such that L(a)= D, L 
has (A,, B,) as its spectral pair on @, and L has minimal McMillan degree 
can be constructed as follows. Take a basis {gjk)2:IJ=1 in XL, w, 2 . . . 2 ws, 
such that 
Azgjk+l- gjk E Im 4, (4.1) 
{ gjq}f , , is a basis of Im B, . (4.2) 
Define T, : X, + X, by 
Tmgjk = gjk+l' (4.3) 
Choose vectors yj E @” such that B, yj = gj,, and choose F : X, + span { yj),?= 1 
such that 
B, Fgjk = gjk - AzTwgjk. (4.4) 
Then 
q-1 
L(A)= D-(A-a) c hjFTL(A,-a)-‘B,D, (4.5) 
j=O 
L(h)-‘= D-‘+(A-cu)D-‘F(I-cuT,)-‘(A,-h)-‘B,. (4.6) 
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Proof. Apply the result of Section 3 to the case T = ((0, O), (A,, B,), O}, 
noting that K = X,. One then easily obtains the theorem. n 
Finally, let us present a simple example. Given a complex number z and 
a vector x # 0 in C”, we are looking for a regular matrix polynominal L such 
that L(a) = I, x*L(z) = 0, and L has minimal McMillan degree. This is a 
particular case of the problem treated in this section; for the case we have 
A, = (z), B, = x*. The basis in X, we have to take according to the theorem 
above consists just of an arbitrary nonzero number g E C. We obtain 
T,=(O), and we pick y1 =(x/IIxll”)g, and F:C +Cm as Fw =(x/llrll”)w. 
Then the theorem gives us that one particular choice of L is 
h-a! xx* 
L(h)=Z--- 
z - a llxl12 . 
We claim that any other solution L is given by 
h-a 
L(h)=Z--*x*, 
z-a 
where ( I,!J, x ) = x*$ = 1. Indeed, clearly all matrix polynominals given by 
this formula have McMillan degree one and satisfy x*L(z) = 0, L(a) = 1. 
Conversely, suppose we have such a matrix polynominal L. Then 
h-a 
L(h)=Z--K 
z-cl 
for some m X m matrix K. Now the rank of K is equal to the McMillan 
degree of the function L, so we have the rank of ,K is one. Write K = .$+* for 
some vectors t,+. Then 
o=x*L(z)=x*-((,x)4*. 
Put JI=([,x)-‘5; then ($,x)=1 and we have that L is in the desired 
form, as 4* = (e, x)-lx*. 
For a further analysis of the polynominal case we refer to [6]. 
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